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2016 Reference

Type

Name

Description

Site 21

Site of
Building

Sand Water

An L-shaped building is marked on the Ordnance Survey Second
Edition map of 1902 (Zetland Sheet XLIII) just north of the junction
between B9075 and A970.
No remains of the building visible on the ground

Site 22

Foot
Bridge;
Road
Bridge

Burn of
Pettawater

A 'Foot Bridge' is marked on the Ordnance Survey First Edition map
of 1880 (Shetland Sheet XLIII). At this location the B9075 crosses a
burn north of Sand Water via a road bridge with two datestones
labelled '1938'.
Foot bridge has been replaced with the modern road bridge

Site 30

Site of
Enclosure

Burn of
Weisdale

A small rectilinear enclosure is marked on the Ordnance Survey
Second Edition map of 1902 (Zetland Sheet XLIII).
While no structure was visible, a small (5m by 5m) enclosure
defined by wooden posts and slats was visible during walkover
survey on the east side of the Kergord Road at 440172 1154812.
The enclosure was very close to the road and may have been
removed during 20th century road improvements.

Site 31

Site of
Buildings

Burn of
Weisdale

The Survey of the Scattald or Commonty of Weisdale, Zetland, of c.
1856, depicts a group of buildings in this area.
No remains were visible on APs or during either walkover survey.

Site 32

Site of
Road

Lamba Scord

The Survey of the Scattald or Commonty of Weisdale, Zetland, of c.
1856, depicts a roughly north-east/south-west-aligned road, in the
area now called Lamba Scord, running south from a west/east road
between Sand Water and Setter.
Not visible on APs or on the ground

Site 33

Site of
Road

Sand Water

The Survey of the Scattald or Commonty of Weisdale, Zetland, of c.
1856, depicts a roughly east/west-aligned road, in the area now
called Lamba Scord, running between Sand Water and the area
north of Setter.
Not visible on APs or on the ground

Site 34

Site of
Track

Lamba Scord

A track crossing Lamba Scord from Sand Water in the north-east to
Kergord in the south-west is marked on the Ordnance Survey First
Edition map of 1880 (Shetland Sheet XLIII).
Not visible on APs or on the ground

Site 35

Site of
Road

Sand Water

The Survey of the Scattald or Commonty of Weisdale, Zetland, of c.
1856, depicts a roughly north-east/south-west-aligned 'Road', on
the north-west bank of Sand Water.
Not visible on APs or on the ground
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Site 36

Site of
Marker
(possible)

Lamba Scord

The Survey of the Scattald or Commonty of Weisdale, Zetland, of c.
1856, depicts a point
marked 'M', perhaps a property boundary marker or milestone, on
a stretch of road running roughly north-east/south-west between
Setter and Sand Water. However, similar features appear at
apparently randomly distanced locations elsewhere on the map,
along roads and at the junctions of field boundaries.
Not seen on the ground.

Site 44

Bridge

Tingwall

Modern wooden bridge, in general area of footbridge marked on
historic mapping

Site 45

Mound

Lamba Scord

A c.2m high area of mounded peat (or perhaps an area that has
survived a combination of cutting and erosion) was visible, on the
eastern boundary of an area of likely peat cutting, between 440767
1155092 and 440773 1155095, measuring c.8m north/south by 3 m
east/west with the long side of the triangle forming the east side.
This is a peaty mound within area of peat cuttings and peat hags.
Not seen at the quoted coordinates.

Site 46

20th
century
waste
dump

A c.5m diameter dump of 20th century waste, including a large
number of glass bottles as well as rubber and metal, centred at
441188 1155113 was seen during walkover survey in July 2013.
20th century waste dump. No archaeological significance

Site 48

20th
century
telegraph
poles

A probable former telegraph line, marked by the remains in varying
states of preservation of large timber posts (up to c.5m in height)
with metal cross bars, was seen during walkover survey in July 2013.
Remains of posts were seen at 441108 1155116, 441064 1155154,
441027 1155192, 440971 115245, and 440944 1155271. The wellpreserved post at 441064 1155154 was marked '3' (or perhaps '5')
over '20\L' over '5D'.

Site 51

Modern
fenceline

Remains of wooden posts were found at 441763 1155268 and
441786 1155281 during
walkover survey in July 2013, to the west of a sub square area
marked on modern mapping and delimited by further posts.
Remnants of old post and wire fence line. Two wooden fence post
44m apart on an east-west alignment seen during walkover. No
posts seen at the 2013 gazetteer coordinates.

Site 55

Drainage
upcast

March 2019

Burn of
Weisdale

An 8m long, 2m wide and 0.5m high earth mound running
west/east from 440286 1155059 to 440279 1155057 was visible
during walkover survey in July 2013. The bank showed evidence for
peat erosion or cutting and to the south and west in the close
vicinity there were further amorphous mounds that likely
represented spoil from the cutting of modern drains by machine.
Peaty mound. No archaeological significance
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